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Abstrat
An extension to the fatorisation priniple as suggested by Fermat is pre-
sented.We start from a symmetry of natural numbers and obtain the fatorisa-
tion priniple therefrom.Later it is extended further to test the primality of any
natural number and nally used to fatorise any given number.
Fatorisation of natural numbers have been a subjet of interest sine the time
of Eulid [1℄. Subsequently many fatorisation algorithms have been devised
[2,5℄. In the present piee of work we try to obtain one suh fatorisation al-
gorithm as suggested by Fermat [ 6 ℄ using a symmetry of odd omposites [ 3 ℄
and then extend it to ahieve further.
Let us begin with a number N whih is to be fatorized.The number N an be
either even or odd.If it be even then we suessively divide it by 2 to obtain an
odd number.Let us suppose that after m divisions by 2 we get an odd number
P. Thus
N = 2
m
* P .............................................................................(1)
So,we are left with splitting the odd number P into fators if possible i.e if
P be omposite,else we annot split P further into smaller fators.We assume
that P is not a perfet square.Any number that is not a perfet square would
heneforth be referred to as a non-square number.We hek for it and if so,redue
P into produts of non-square terms.We now ontinue with eah suh fator. For
the sake of disussions we retain our notation P,however it is emphasized here
that this new P would in pratie stand for any non-square fator of the original
P. The test if a number is a perfet square an be made simpler by the fat that
all perfet squares (expressed in base-10) have the following 22 possibilities of
the last two digits [ 4 ℄:
1
00 , e1 , e4 , 25 , o6 and e9 where e denotes even numerals 0,2,4,6,8 and o
denotes the odd numerals 1,3,5,7,9. All other ombinations an be immidiately
set as being non-square .
Now it is known that [3℄ any odd omposite number P an be expressed in
the form
P = ( 2n + r )
2
- ( r - 1 )
2
...................................................(2)
for some natural n and r.
Expressing (2) in the form of a quadrati equation in n we have that the dis-
riminant D ought to be a perfet square. Now we reast
√
D in the form
√
D = 4 (r2 − 2r +A) 12= 4{(r2-2r-a) + (A+a)} 12= (t1+ t2) 12 .... ( 3 )
where
a ) A = P + 1 &
b ) 'a' is a non-negative integer suh that t1= 0 and t2 is a perfet square where
t1 = (r
2
-2r-a ) and
t2 = (a + A )
The ertainity that suh an 'a' an always be found for a omposite P would be
justied shortly.
Equating t1 = 0 we get for the disriminant of the quadrati equation in r
D = 4*( 1 + a ) whih needs to be a perfet square sine r is natural i.e
( 1 + a ) = 
2
....................................................................................... ( 4 )
Also from ( 3 ) we have
( A + a ) = b
2
......................................................................................( 5 )
From ( 4 ) and ( 5 ) we get
b
2
- 
2
= P ...................................................................( 6 )
It is to be noted here that (6) holds for all P,prime or omposite.For a prime
P it holds only for = b - 1. However if P be omposite then there denitely
exists at least one separate pair of b and  for whih 6= b-1 as given by ( 2 )
.This is due to the fat that ( 2 ) spans the set of all odd omposites [ 3 ℄. This
justies the statement that a suitable 'a' an always be found.
Now taking suessively b =eil (
√
P ) ,eil (
√
P + 1) ,... et. and for eah
step alulating ( b
2
- P ) we nd a value of b = bopt for whih ( b
2
opt - P ) is a
perfet square = 
2
( say ). Now, to asertain if ( b
2
- P ) is a perfet square for
any b we need not always nd the square root expliitly as we saw earlier.As
evident from the prior disussions we do not aept values of b, for whih =b-1.
If we an obtain some 'b' and '' with  6= ( b - 1 ) then we have
P = ( b +  ) * ( b -  ) whih is Fermat's fatorisation[ 6 ℄. Otherwise P is
2
denitely prime and annot be further fatorised exept for the trivial result
P= P*1.
Let us now try to impose some restritions on b and .
We have a + A = b
2
whih learly indiates b ≥
√
A................................... ( 7 )
Now realling that
b* = (
b+c
2
)
2
- (
b−c
2
)
2
, we note that the maximum value of b and  our if
 = ( b - 1 ) = ( k - 1 ) , (say) i.e
k
2
- ( k -1 )
2
= ( 2 * k - 1 ) = P ............................................................... (8 )
Therefore, b ≤ k whih implies using ( 7 )√
A ≤b ≤ k...........................................................................( 9 )
Now keeping in mind that '' is neessarily natural we get from ( 8 ) that
1 ≤ ≤ ( k - 1 ) ............................................................( 10 )
Had we ignored the non-square ondition of P we would have required to have
0 ≤  ≤ ( k - 1 ) ...........................................................( 10a )
Test for primality:
Let N ( > 2) be odd, i.e m = 0 and N = P.
(We safely assume this as apart from '2', all evens are omposites)
If no set of ( b ,  ) an be found satisfying ( 6 ),( 9 ) and ( 10 ) then we an
say that N is prime.
Fatorisation :
Given a number N we do the following to fatorise it:
1. For an even N, separate out the '2' fators using representation ( 1 ).
( If N be odd we overlook this step in whih ase P = N)
2. Take the obtained P and redue it to a produt of non-square terms (if ne-
essary) and then for eah suh fator using the tehnique as above fatorise it.
3. Take eah fator and repeat the steps as done for P in ( 2 ) above.
4. Continue this proess till eah number is prime.
Example: Let us fatorise 176400.
We have 176400=2
4
* 11025
Now 11025 has last two digits 25 whih means it ould be a perfet square.Now
taking the square root we get
11025 = 105
2
So we need to fatorise 105.
Now 105 is not a perfet square.So we ontinue.
3
Therefore we look for b
2
- 
2
= 105.We start from b=eil(
√
105)=11 and see
if ( 6 ) is satised.If not,we look with b = 11 + 1 = 12 and so on.For b = 13
we have
13
2
- 105 = 169 - 105 = 64 = 8
2
whih allows 105 = 21 * 5
Now we see that 21 is not a perfet square.Proeeding we get 21 =5
2
-2
2
= 7*3
while no b, an be obtained for 5,7 or 3 meaning that they are prime in na-
ture.Therefore we have
176400 = 2
4
* 105
2
= 2
4
* 3
2
* 5
2
* 7
2
Conlusion:
The present tehnique of primality testing or fatorisation is based on Fer-
mat's fatorisation priniple whih we obtain from a symmetry of odd ompos-
ites[ 3 ℄.Furthermore setting restritions on values of b and  should ease the
appliability of the above mentioned algorithm.
In the present artile we have shown that for the fatorisation of any given
number,we do not require to test the primality of it beforehand. Instead we use
the ranges of 'b' and ''. If we fail to nd some suitable values of 'b' and ''
then the onerned P has to be neessarily prime.
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